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Abstract

Case study is typical method of qualitative research, an important tool for teaching of economics and managerial disciplines in the educational and study programs. Application and use of case studies in teaching are widely discussed, praised or criticized, not only in the academic literature. Far less attention is paid to problems of the creation of case studies. The article discusses the steps, limitations and approaches associated with creation of educational case studies for MBA study programs at Dubnica Technology Institute in Dubnice nad Váhom or other educational and training institutions in the Slovakia and in abroad.

1 Introduction

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young.”

Henry Ford

Education of managers is methodically designed into a comprehensive profiling of executives in terms of increasing of managerial or technical skills (hard skills), strategic planning, improving of methods and techniques of leadership (soft skills), communication and presentation skills indispensable for the discharge and function of managerial functions in the context of social and personal development. Education of managers is mostly based on the principles of company management, namely: planning, organizing, leadership and management of human resources, financing and control activities. Without a developed financial and economic subconscious is very hard and difficult to achieve creative processes of a functioning national economy (Štúr - Vaničková - Kmecová, 2014).

For commonly used methods of manager’s education are obligate considered active problematic and participatory methods based on solving non-standard tasks by using modern didactic resources and information technologies, especially computer technology. In most cases in educational programs at MBA schools are beyond lectures used to study management games, simulation modelling, staging, but primarily popular and professional public required case study that support the development of expertise, executive managerial activities, including the authority of manager’s personality in the summary context.

Case studies entered into the vocabulary of academia sphere primarily with activation and application-oriented forms of tertiary teaching, which is applicable in both executive and non-executive forms of managerial education. Their use in tertiary education dates back to 1870 when it started using after the First World War by Harvard Law School, thus it became part of the general education in medicine, law, business and management (Lynn, 1999).

Case studies occupy among methods of qualitative research irreplaceable role as a tool for expanding scientific disciplines, especially on the theoretical site but also practical use as a tool of education of practical...
skills for students, as well as experienced practices of the study field. Educational case studies describe real or fictional situation of the business world in order to capture the complexity of organizational phenomena or demonstrate the application of a particular theoretical apparatus. Educational case study is typically written as a story in which perform specific individuals and / or which is seen from the position of the person speaker (Liang - Wang, 2004).

Generalized results serve as so-called instruction for use or otherwise analyze deviations with reference to the potential risk of their occurrence. According to Marcici - Pendergast (1993) is an instructional importance of case studies in the Czech environment accepted generally.

The contribution of the authors is focused on the clarification of requirements of educational case studies. The following lines are devoted to the professional audience, who are interesting in the production or publication side of case studies, not the side of the user (e.g. Wassermann, 1994).

2 Education of Managers

Education of managers can be considered as a specific area of business education, especially with regard to the demands placed on managers of individual business department, their specificity and expertise, strict demands, but also placed requirements.

Effective and long-term, regular investment in human resources, hence the training of managers is one of the prerequisites and important aspects of stability, sustainability and competitiveness of the company in the labor market and job opportunities.

Base on support of growth and stability of human capital employers maintain business competitiveness in relation to the trend of improving the performance of employees, their added value and profit margins from the implementation of business activities carried out by high quality employee with reference to a stable and sustainable state within the company’s personnel policy and conceptual corporate strategy (Vaníčková - Kmecová, 2014).

**Education of managers** (managerial education) is according to Palán (2002, p. 238) “part of a continuing education for a specific group of workers that can decisively affect the level of competitiveness and development of the company. This is a group of workers who must master a wide range of expert disciplines and in addition to their abilities, knowledge and skills undergoing continual confrontation with the development of the company as well as varying situations around the system.”

 Bábek (2009, online) highlights the fact that the concept of manager education must be based on the fact that each person is individuality; therefore, education must be an individual process. Concept of manager education and development consists of the following areas such as career planning, training courses, learning, self-education and business consulting. Bábek adds: “for development of business management, it is essential that its leadership consider training an important business activity. Concept of programs and teaching methods must be based on the nature of manager’s development and training must be viewed as a continuous process of blending of work experience and the use of learning opportunities. Education must also be systematically evaluated to make it clear that the spent money was not spend in vain and that all efforts should make some sense.”

2.1 Requirements for Education of Managers

Currently in the 21st century is talking about the transition from an industrial society to a post-industrial society, or knowledge, when there are numerous changes and increasing demands on each individual. For competitiveness of individual on labor market is necessary to constantly educate, manage requirements and demands, problem situations that occur in professional as well as personal or family life. Area of management enters into post-industrial time, which is characteristic of turbulent business environment through mature culminating globalization, substantial importance of science, technology and research, particularly in the area of knowledge management. 21st century requires from successful managers a wealth of experience, expertise, knowledge and information.

To the manager stand in competition with other, they must continually educate. Possible areas of specialization and focus in are of manager’s education is a wide variety of managers in general can appoint e.g. the development of professional knowledge and skills, development of personal and social skills, sometimes also called as managerial skills, as well as procedural knowledge of corporate management.
Professional book publication "Management quality in knowledge of goods" of the authors Vaničková – Andrejčák - Smoligová (2015) describes a new phenomenon in education. According to many authors it is management which can be understood as the ability and competence of managers, which inside carries a certain level of knowledge of the particular system. Manager that controls the "Management quality in knowledge of goods" flexibly responds to changes in the market, can quickly adjust and adapt. Management quality in knowledge of goods is quickly learned, developed and applied through partial activities.

For education of managers we can find a wide range of methods and techniques that are in currently period of the 21st century implemented. These are classic methods, such as seminars, conferences or lectures but also interactive methods e.g. solving of model situations, workshops, managerial games, case studies, outdoor programs, playing role supports development of social skills, but also very popular, and by society reference coaching technique.

In the field of management education, we can meet with topics such as personal development and the development of social skills, often in business practice referred as soft skills development, i.e. the development of soft skills. Personal development of managers can be seen as the development of personal potential in relation to the cultivation and self-fulfilment, self-realization of every individual in the labor market and job opportunities. In managerial practice, we are often encountered the view that managers have lack of development of soft skills, absence lies in the limitations of social skills.

Managers often lead different working teams, where they meet different personalities. For these reasons, they should be able to lead a working team, delegate working tasks and responsibilities, communicate openly, resolve conflict situations, to motivate subordinates to quality and the higher the performance, providing fast and comprehensive feedback, to be torch-bearer, figure with high authority, moral principles and ethnical code and other market and companies required abilities and skills, with an emphasis on human capital and its potential for education, learning and lifelong development.

The above requirements for education of managers undoubtedly fulfills the use of case studies as the method simulate or describe the situation, the that has arisen problem with regard to various areas of research such as area of management and marketing, human resource management etc., which the hearers are preoccupied and actively solved. The main claim is given to the analytical analysis of case studies, the diagnosis of the problem and ways of solving, teamwork, listening, empathy and sharing of information and values.

2.2 The Current Trends in Manager´s Education

"Majority of employee's today don’t leave enterprises but managers. Effectively invest into development of managers is main condition of company competitiveness." – Jonas Ridderstrale

In today's rapidly changing turbulent society it is essential to entrepreneurial subjects flexibly respond to all adequate changes, which in the global world of work occur, including the changing requirements and demands on performance of management functions in direct connection with the satisfaction of subordinates and superiors skills.

Medzihorsky (2008, online) in his article describes current trends in manager’s education. "Current trends reflect subsequent shifts that do not concern only the content and methods, but also the forms as well as the whole paradigm of education. Today it is obvious that business results are from a crucial part in direct proportion with the quality of management, and so the big attention is focused on how to optimize the education and training of managers, especially top managers."

Current trends are focused on the changes in concept and approach in the field of human resources management in enterprises with increased emphasis on so-called soft skills. The value of free time and leisure outdoor activities is increasing, with emphasis is on so-called work life balance, but also flexibility of creative thinking and professional behavior and professional decisions. Importance of diversity management takes into account in terms of the use of new teaching and learning methods, tools and techniques of education.

In the trends of manager’s education is dominated mainly targeting of programs and reality of targets, linking of expert context to real practise, interconnection of manager’s education with responsibilities on position of manager. Another trend in managers education is less flatness and higher education specialization, individual approach to education and lifelong learning and last but not least, a shift towards the development of personality characteristic.
Magazine for HR managers (Chief Learning Officer Magazine) states on its website the results of international study which is occupied with the trends in manager’s education. At the beginning of the study is mentioned that today’s organizations changing their approach to the development of TOP managers. This process, however, according to them is not easy. On the one hand, there is a significant need to improve managers to they can promote changes and new strategies, on the other hand, there is present the fact that education budgets are in comparison to previous years considerably lower. For these reasons, it should be education continually evaluated so that expended funds were not used to the detriment of spent effort and time of return of investment in education, where it is necessary to take into account the preparation of the training course teacher and organization of the course, but especially providing feedback of applicability and usability in practice assuming that educational event for the participants was effective and maximum beneficial.

Rousová (2009, online), in hers article to the current situation referring, among others: “Itself budgets on education are at a time of crisis for many companies restrict only for the essentials, i.e. the training required by law.” It also adds that the companies can draw financial resources from European Structural funds.

In the study of an international organization Institute of Executive Development titled Cost Effective Executive Development are described the trends that are now in the area of manager’s education developing. The authors of that study state that the problem of many entrepreneurial subjects is inadequate distribution of investment into education, hence the cost of education with regard to career growth and development of managers they also do not see a possible compromises, and feel obligation to stick to existing programs and approaches to the development and education of managers.

3 Methods of Manager’s Development

The choice of method is one of the most important things which affecting the effectiveness of the entire manager’s education. Inappropriate selection method can result among others manager’s reluctance to participate in any other courses. Urban (2009, p. 61) in his article points out the fact that “the effectiveness of development methods is the higher the closer they are to the real nature of labour tasks. Development of managers is necessary seen as a tool of output counselling, aimed at removing specific barriers which defend of improvement of performance or achievement of their goals. Prerequisite for effective manager training is always an opportunity to try new methods, procedures and techniques.” The above author adds that unless education is not coupled with the possibility of practical experience, e.g. even in a model situation, can not bring full effect, appropriate with resources to it expended. Urban (2009) in his paper also presents methods of manager education of which correspond to the above mentioned. This is especially about solution of the case studies, role-playing used to develop social skills, writing tasks, manager’s games, as well as coaching, which according to Vaníčková - Zeman (2014) a person use in managerial practice, when setting objectives and methods for achieving their own philosophy of life as regards access to themselves and to others.

Another view to splitting of methods and techniques of manager education offers Prokopenko et al. (1996) - e.g. Self-learning techniques, learning from experience and learning activities, group work and discussion methods, simulation methods, case studies, lectures and recitation methods.

For performance of managerial functions are most commonly used methods: lectures, workshops, discussions, model situations and case studies.

3.1 Specific Educational Case Studies

A case study is used primarily for us to understand the complex social phenomenon. Let’s look at four different definitions, as the following case study authors define:

According to Eisenhardt (1991, p. 534) is a case study „research strategy that focuses on understanding of the dynamics which is presented on a single file“.

Stake (1995, p. 67) defines case study as „an exploration of the specificity and integrity of the case that allows to understand its functioning within important circumstances“. A Yin (2003a) case study defines as a method specified by three dimensions:

1. It is empirical research that examines the current phenomenon in the context of real life,
2. to case study is necessary to proceed when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not very clear,
3. it is a method that uses a lot of resources to support its conclusions.
Conversely Simons (2009, p. 21) defines case study as „an in-depth exploration of the diverse perspectives the intricacy and complexity of a particular project, policy, institution or system in the context of reality. It is based on research, covers various methods and it is based on facts. Its primary purpose is bringing a deep understanding to the subject, program, policy, institution or system to generate knowledge and / or shaped the development of policies, technical procedures and civic or social activity”

Note on what these definitions coincide. All point out that this is a research approach, which aims for a detailed examination of one or a few cases, which achieves different methods and ultimately leads to a deep understanding. A case study is not thus defined by the object to which it focuses, but the fact that it is a comprehensive research strategy, for which is characteristic a specific data collection and analytical approaches to explore the phenomenon in the context of real life.

Criticism, misunderstanding, unsuitable use or refuse of case studies on the level of education (e.g. Shugan, 2006) appears to be a persisting problem. Very strict criticism of manager’s education at Harvard Business School through case studies published in her book Cain (2012).

Educational case studies are now a normal part of most teaching texts in its brief and more extensive form. Comprehensive educational case studies are then offered to education in the collection of case studies or to purchase in databases (i.e. case clearing houses). Educational case studies illustrate the significant situation or offer an opportunity for problem solving (Jennings, 1996).

Educational case studies are also part of the broader efforts of economic-management schools by intensifying the use of experiential methods of instruction (McCarthy - McCarthy, 2006, Prince - Felder, 2006) or the more modern methods of examination (Rees - Porter, 2002b, O’Cinneide, 2006). Case studies also increase students' motivation for further study, support the development of discussion skills and teamwork (Rees - Porter, 2002a).

Case studies aimed at solving problems include material to the application of specific techniques or theories and to application of capabilities to solve problems (Jennings, 1997).

Educational case studies are written for students in order to draw them into stated decision-making problems and answer the questions "what would you do in a given situation.” Some case studies, given especially for advanced courses in economics-management subjects, leave it to the students to define the problem situation and aspects that need managerial attention. Although the reality is subject to a large amount of educational case studies, complexity of practical examples is often limited for didactic purposes. However, it is empirically proven that teaching with the help of case studies lead to the improvement of students' abilities to solve problems (Smith, 1987). Therefore we attempt implement education through case studies in the MBA professional education program not only to Dubnica Technology Institute in Dubnice nad Váhom, but gradually based on our primary experience, prepare a collection of case studies for manager’s education not only in the institution but applied also to foreign colleges, universities and other educational and training institutions.

The process of enterprise and entrepreneurship is a decisive determinant for increasing of the competitiveness of companies. For these reasons, it is imperative to formulate entrepreneurship, i.e. the upbringing of pupils and students to entrepreneurship at all levels of trade, economic and technical schools, but also in the process of lifelong education and learning (Štúr - Vaničková - Kmecová, 2014).

The procedure for compiling of educational case studies is in the literature variously described (e.g. Jennings, 1996; Cockburn, 2000). Also, the variability and the type diversity of educational case study can be considered high (Lundberg et al., 2001). Important requirements for quality educational case studies, however, comprise its authenticity, i.e. the credibility and believability. For this reason it is necessary the compilation of educational case studies considered a time and resource-demanding process which must respect certain specifications and general rules - see the table 1.

Initially is necessary to answer to the question: "What will solve the case study and who will be determined.” Educational case study is compiled to solution of the decision-making situation related to the demands, the type of training course and specific topic of focus. Educational case study purposeful encourage pupils and students to assess of the nature of the task and the behavior of the participants of model situation, suggest solutions according to theoretic apparatus, determination of the factors and resources required for the proposed solution or repeated effort to produce bigger amount of alternative solutions of the situation (Nelson, 1996). Case studies for a higher level of education and advanced training courses usually involve more peripheral material, and provide more comprehensive information about economic reality. Their preparation is usually more complicated and time-consuming.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural steps</th>
<th>Answers the questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defining of objectives case studies</td>
<td>For which subject? For what degree of studying? What theory / field has study demonstrated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary survey</td>
<td>Which situations of entrepreneurial reality correspond of chosen theme and objectives? How can get information about the pre-selected case?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and evaluation available evidence (I.)</td>
<td>Are there enough of secondary data? Is necessary to modify the reality? Is it necessary to obtain primary information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit to research subject</td>
<td>How primary information can extend secondary data? What more is necessary to know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and evaluation available evidence (II.)</td>
<td>What conclusions can be drawn? Are there contradictions between primary and secondary information? Is it collected enough of information to understand a problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing case studies</td>
<td>Is the problem sufficiently clear? Has the case study main, as well as side topics? Is there enough information on each topic? Are clear questions to solution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing case studies</td>
<td>How does react pilot group of students? Are questions well created? Does respond the case required demand of studying?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing teaching note</td>
<td>How can other teacher’s alternative join the case? What could be the typical answers to the questions or solutions to the outlined problem?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** The procedure for compiling of educational case studies (*Source: Jennings (1997)*)

Many of educational case studies are based on real life situations, whose components were the authors themselves, or that were mediated them through direct contact with participants in model situations. The source of the subject and information about research of educational case studies can be e.g. the information provided by participants of executive education appearing during corporate training or coming from a advisory work of authors of the paper. In some cases, the information as well comes from anecdotal evidence, e.g. an analysis published publicly available information in professional journals or on social networks. The purpose of collecting data for the case study is necessary to obtain an objective and comprehensive picture about examine situation with regard to the target group. For study educational purposes or with regard to preserving of participants anonymity of case studies some data can be modified while maintaining the requirement of authenticity.

Evaluating of obtain information often cause necessity to re-contact participants given situation or combine different sources to get a more accurate picture of a model situation. Contact with the participants often takes place by informally way. Making detailed notes from contacts or personal visits are necessary, but the structure and nature of the making record is usually in the competence of the author of the case study. Case studies so called Harvard type mostly usually more presents a model situation from the perspective of participants in order to increase of the involvement of pupils and students to solve a given problem. In other cases are the educational cases and model situation described particularly for the general. In the conclusion of educational case studies we often find questions that help increase the concentration of pupils and students on the problem area in relation to the interconnection of the final part with the opening. Conversely, a study of Harvard type is ultimately the final part does not focus on additional questions to solving case studies; it is not limited to the use of specific theoretical tool. According to McKenna (1999) is more suitable for advanced students.

Evaluation obtained evidence can be made with regard to the expected set of final questions or to the ability of capturing a sufficient number of factors operating in a given situation. In developing the case study, it is necessary to not change periodic replacement and improvement of the text. Preliminary testing and evaluation can be performed through a peer review or (and perhaps more often) trial using of case studies in teaching. Author of case study should ask himself whether the questions asked at the conclusion of the study are not suitable or even confusing and do not limit students in the possibilities of finding alternative solutions. The testing process often leads to review and adjustment of the case study. From the perspective of the periodic adjustment of the study Rees · Porter (2002b) suggest that educational case study do not include data determination of the situation, as many concrete examples remain valid for many years and the solving problems do not quickly become obsolete.
The component of collections of case studies, supplements to textbooks or case studies mediated through the clearing house is often called teaching note - a guide for teachers, as didactic approach to teaching and what the model answers from the attender of training course expect. Manual for teacher should familiarize with the topic of educational case studies, briefly discuss the key aspects, to emphasize the educational learning goals, offer methods of organizing lessons applicable in the particular study, e.g. discussion, personal presentations or home preparation with specifying the appropriate theory solving of case studies and provide answers to questions expressed in the final part of text of the case study.

In some cases, to teachers are provided links to the websites describing the model situation, entrepreneurial entity or state of solution of the problem (Lundberg - Winn, 2001). Some authors suggest that the production of educational case studies began drafting a detailed teaching note, because teaching note can serves as a detailed outline of case study.

4 Conclusion

Czech but also foreign entrepreneurial entities and business corporations place high demands on the qualification requirements of managers in terms of regular and continuous improvement and replenishment, when during determining of the requirements for the job that the manager takes, plays a vital role specialization and its management method. If we were to summarize the list of required managerial skills, in particular are the following:

- Specialization (expertise) in direct relation to knowledge of business processes.
- The capabilities and their development, particularly social (behavior), interpersonal relationships and communication skills, mental toughness.
- Flexibility, innovation and responsiveness to change.
- Personal characteristic of the manager, the authority towards subordinates.
- Ability of strategic planning, critical and creative thinking, creating a crisis scenario.

The study also mentions three important ways and attitudes that lead to innovation: support of leaders (transformational leadership); knowledge sharing (which can be associated with experiential learning and the realization of hidden potential of experience); and the need for knowledge worker with the optimal dose of autonomy (Vaněk - Vaničková, 2014).

In the general context we can say that the manager should be completely focused on hard area but also soft skills.

The purpose of the case study is to highlight the themes of studies of company practices, elimination of static situations and increase of situational dynamics methods, particularly the method of resolving incidents. Based on practical experience of contribution authors highlight to the following procedure: familiarization with the case, finding information, problem definition, individual solutions, dividing into groups, analysis (breakdown) and possibility of solution, general conclusions.

During teaching of managers is necessary emphasize on the experience of the teacher (trainer) applied in the case studies and educational methods, active listening of hearer (managers) and their mutual participation. The priority are undoubtedly the focus to case studies in relation to employment and use in practice, to model situations and problems that listeners of case study practice or realistically according to the facts of solution in corporate practice. Case methods have a indisputable advantage in that they develop analytical and critical thinking, creative imagination, collective correlation of individual solutions or comparison of proposed solutions with business practice. The disadvantage of this method is time-consuming for the preparation as well as the implementation phase particularly input costs for education.

Criticism of educational case studies is often associated with resistance to pupils (students) who are used to traditional methods of education such as training for case studies (Rees - Porter, 2002a) or manager shadowing (McCarthy - McCarthy, 2006). It can meet with the opinion that case studies divert the attention of pupils and students from learning of the necessary theoretical principles towards the concept of practice without theory (Shugan, 2006).

In summary it can be concluded that the educational case study normally presents a particular situation that has occurred in an environment of business practice and for which, on the basis of theoretical knowledge and information gained from the study of the subject of discipline can find an appropriate solution. Educational case study has primarily didactic aim for the purpose of development and promotion of knowledge-based
activities for pupils and students in the fields of study in terms of expansion opportunities and ability to solve the problems and situations through case studies on illustrative examples from corporate practice.
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